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Publisher's Statement

The election Campaign is heating up, and no clear vision

as to who will be in the White House, if it makes a

difference! But the U.S. certainly has its share of

negative issues facing us. The sequestration expense

cutting , which could get 1.5 million jobs gone, U.S. debt

growing and no one is doing anything about it, America

hated around the world, especially in 31 nations in the

Mideast, Iran could have the Bomb any time soon,

Congress only caring about Congress, not the American

people, shipping ports around the country on the verge

of STRIKING and destroying the U.S. retail holiday

shopping season. I could go and on about all of the

negative possibilities facing our country. BUT I WON' T.

Instead, I do want to point out that all in all we are better

off today than we were in 2008 in the beginning of the

Great Recession! The point of my comments here is to

help you refocus and not fall prey to all of the negative

media, negative TV "News" programs and the talking

heads in Washington and not to lose focus… JUST DO

BUSINESS! Do not become part of those who will make

all of these negative thoughts become self fulfilling

prophesies. Stay steadfast in positive forward thinking

energies , use your creative minds to find new markets,

new customers, treat your old customers with upbeat

energy with "Customer for Life" philosophy , give

competitive prices, do the best that you can for your

employees, give inspiring words, avoid "Gloom and

Doom". You may even find that you'll sleep better!

My comments may seem trite, it's intent is to be

inspirational. Try it. If we all did it, it could help you, your

community and our whole country. We do have a say in

our futures. Our futures are in our hands!

Lew Weiss

Publisher
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If you like the Metals Outlook format or have suggestion

to improve or add further value for you, please tell us

at publishers@MetalsOutlook.com. Metals Outlook

publishes every other week. If you are interested in

Advertising, we are running inexpensive Ad Campaigns

for now, contact us at admgr@metalsoutlooknews.com

or info@metalsoutlooknews.com

Brazilian distributors' steel sales up 2.8
percent in Jan-July

8/24/2012 Steel Orbis

Brazil's steel distributors association, Inda, has disclosed

that its members' steel sales rose 1.8 percent year on

year to around 342,100 mt in July, decreasing by 1.9

percent compared to June.

Click to continue reading...

Comeback Nation: Why U.S. Economy Is
Much Stronger Than You Think

8/3/2012 The Atlantic

These days, the United States is an underestimated

underdog, while China is still widely seen as something

more like Usain Bolt.

Click to continue reading...

North Texas Sees Increase In
Manufacturing Jobs

9/1/2012 Star Telegram

General Dynamics has purchased the defense

operations of Ohio metal components supplier Gayston,

the second acquisition in a week. Last week, General

Dynamics announced the purchase of Massachusetts-

based Fidelis Security Systems.

Click to continue reading...

Small Business Bankruptcies
Decline for Fourth Quarter in a Row

8/22/2012 OPEN Forum

The number of small business bankruptcies in the U.S. in

the second quarter of 2012 fell about 17 percent from

the first quarter, according to Equifax's Small Business
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the first quarter, according to Equifax's Small Business

Bankruptcy Report.

Click to continue reading...

How to Guarantee "When You Build
it, Customers Will Come"

8/22/2012 OPEN Forum

One of the most important factors that leads to the

failure of a company is that their prospective customers

can't find their product when they need it. 50 percent of

small businesses fail after 5 years because when "they

build it", customers never come. 

Click to continue reading...

A Crash Course in Lead
Generation: Sales Without Selling

8/22/2012 OPEN Forum

The biggest issue that faces every small business owner

in this economy is how to find new customers.

Unfortunately, the most common strategy used is various

random marketing activities like going to networking

events, deep price discounting or using haphazard

social media postings.

Click to continue reading...

U.S. Chemicals See Uptick in
August

8/21/2012 Reuters

Activity in the U.S. chemicals sector rose by the most in

five months in August, the latest set of data to suggest a

pick-up in the pace of economic growth early in the third

quarter. The American Chemistry Council said on

Tuesday its Chemical Activity Barometer (CAB)

increased 0.4 percent this month to 89.4 after a revised

0.2 percent gain in July.

Click to continue reading...

Manufacturing Leaders Energized
About the Economy

8/16/2012 IndustryWeek

There’s good news for manufacturing executives looking

to expand their market base globally. While other sectors
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to expand their market base globally. While other sectors

of the economy, including housing and construction,

continue to struggle, demand for higher living standards

in less-developed countries and the booming energy

industry will offer new opportunities for manufacturing

companies, says Bill Dunkelberg, chief economist for the

National Federation of Independent Business.

Click to continue reading...

Axle Manufacturer Mringing 500
Jobs to Breinigsville

8/21/2012 LVB.com

Due to sales growth, Kentucky-based Westport Axle, an

axle assembly business, is expanding to Pennsylvania

and opening its first facility in the state, bringing with it

518 new jobs within three years, according to Kelli

Roberts, deputy director of communication/new media

for the governor's office of press and communication.

The 516,800-square-foot facility is now hiring and is

located next to the Amazon ABE3 warehouse at 650

Boulder Drive in Breinigsville.

Click to continue reading...

GM Books $220 Million for
Retooling

8/23/2012 American Machinist

General Motors has earmarked $220 million for new

tooling and other plant equipment to build its “next-

generation” Chevrolet Cruze. The capital will be invested

at plants in Lordstown, Ohio, where the Cruze is built,

and the stamping plant Parma, Ohio, where panels and

metal assemblies are produced.

Click to continue reading...

The Manufacturing Technology
Buying Spree: Notes from IMTS
2012

9/17/2012 Industry Week's Daily Headlines

Standing in line for the first shuttle to the first day of

IMTS 2012 in Chicago last week, all anyone could talk

about was attendance. The news had just broken that

pre-sale admission had already exceeded IMTS

2010's total headcount, which led to speculative
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2010's total headcount, which led to speculative

estimates that as many as 90,000 buyers would be

roaming the halls at McCormick Place -- crushing all

conservative expectations.

Click to continue reading...

A Cautious Outlook as Southeast
Activity Strengthens In 2Q

7/12/2012 Bloomberg

Overall activity levels in the Southeast strengthened

throughout the first quarter and into April as

employment, housing and manufacturing data continued

to carry positive undertones. From a sector-specific

perspective, strength in the auto and oil and gas

industries were two of the main contributors to more

robust economic activity in the region.

Click to continue reading...

U.S. Container Imports Up 3.2% in
June

7/31/2012 Data In Motion

As predicted by PIERS/JOC Economist Mario Moreno,

U.S. container imports rose 3.2% in June; led by steady

growth in furniture and auto parts, which contributed to

an overall increase of 2.4% through the first half of

2012, according to data from PIERS.

Click to continue reading...

Bad China News Reigns In U.S., But
Investment Rises

8/22/2012 Manufacturing.net

While U.S. presidential candidates talk tough on fighting

what they see as China's unfair trade policies, one fact

gets little notice: Chinese companies are investing more

than ever in the U.S. and supporting thousands of

American jobs.

With two separate billion-dollar deals in shale oil and gas

and a struggling chain of movie theaters, and other

major ventures in the works, investment from China is

set to hit record levels in 2012. Its cash-rich companies

have expanded their presence here in the past three

years, keen to get closer to the lucrative American
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years, keen to get closer to the lucrative American

market and tap U.S. know-how.

Click to continue reading...
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